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Party Weekend!t

NEARING THE PEAK OF EXPECTATIONS

As always, spring party

weekend—which for many may

have started yesterday—is being

heralded as "the best ever."

Although judgement values of

this nature are often

questioned, this weekend's

activities should prove a

welcome relief to overworked

Sewanee students.

Today will mark the

unofficial party starting point

for some, initiated by the Pabst

Blue Ribbon Golf Tournament

in the afternoon. Kegs will be

located at various holes along

the Sewanee Golf course, and

cases of beer will be awarded to

the deserving finalists. Tonight,

the Phis' will host a five keg

(count 'em-5!) party, featuring

the music of "The Vegetables,"

for a $1.00 admission price and

$.25 a beer. The Delts will also

have a keg party, including a

gape tape, and the Chi Psi are

having beer and flicks beginning

at 8 p.m. for $1.00 per person.

Friday afternoon may
feature a spring parade if

enough interested students and

associates entered. Tom Gaseh

is offering a keg for the best

entry as chosen by three

impartial judges. Also in the

afternoon, the Dekes will have a

(Corn, on page 81

Pre-registration Set

Faculty Considers Proposals
by Jim Harper

Proposals concerning the five

day week, the dropping of the

library science requirement, and

an Army ROTC program are

among the topics passed by the

College Curriculum and

Academic Policy Committee.

Each topic is currently

scheduled for faculty-wide

consideration.

The Committee received the

final report on Monday April 14

from its sub-committee on the

Five-day Week which is chaired

by Mr. Kevin Green. This report

contained six options which the

sub-committee considered

feasible methods of class

scheduling. Although the

sub-committee had originally

been asked to do so, it did not

recommend any of the options

above the others. Rather it

interpreted its responsibility to

sift out the various options and
present those which it thinks

could practically be adopted
under our present calendar

system next fall.

Of the four plans left for

consideration, two are "every
Saturday off" plans. Option A is

a system much like I

present with the following

stipulations: no more than one
study day be used in anycalender

week; study days not be placed

in weeks not already containing

six days; and the remaining four

and two (1st and 2nd semester)

six day weeks be grouped at the

beginning of the semester

and/or at convenient and lax

times during the semester.

Option B is an expansion of this

calling for a Wednesday or

Saturday off every week, giving

every calendar week five

working days. To make up lost

time classes must either in

increased to fifty-five minutes

or the semesters lengthened by

four and two days, first and
second semester. Option C calls

for MWF the same, and four 75

minute time slots on TT ending

at 1:30. Option D adds two
forty minute time slots four

days a week around noontime
for elementary language and
math classes who would be hurt

by longer, less frequent

meetings on TT. Option C and D
call for every Saturday off with

no midweek break any week.

These plans are being

submitted both to faculty and

to student government

organizations. The faculty will

discuss them at a special April

meeting and vote on them at the

May meeting. The proposed
method of voting is to first ask

preference between A or B Vs. C
or D, in other words, to decide

the basic issue between
alternating plans and every

Saturday off plans. Then the

entire faculty will decide

between the two emerging

(Cont. on page 12)

Pre-registration for first

semester 1975-76 is set to begin

today and continue through

May 5. To be able to pre-register

each student must have payed

their $100 reservation fee for

next year.

G ow nspeople pre-register

today and tomorrow, April 24

and 25; Non-Gownspeople
whose names begin with A—

M

pre-register on April 28 and 29;

and Non-Gownspeople whose
names begin with N—

Z

pre-register on May 1 and 2.

To begin pre-registration

current freshpeople will go the

Dean's of Students Office to

choose an advisor and pick up a

copy of their permanent record.

Current sophomores who have

chosen an advisor will see the

assigned advisor, and current

juniors will report to the

chairmen of their department if

they do not have an advisor to

Once you have settled the

problem of who your advisor is,

go and visit him or her to select

your courses. Do not forget to

have a copy of your permanent

record card with you. After

deciding on the courses you
wish to take there will be a series

of forms to fill out. However, do

not put in the letter for

multi-sectional courses
(according to the Registrar's

Office this is a great no-no).

Once all those forms are

filled out proceed to the

Registrar's Office (if perchance

you pass go you get to collect

$2009' After being sectioned

into multi- section courses leave

all material at the Registrar's

(Cont. on page 11)

Trustees Meet Students
byCIa ; Adams

Friday

recepti

The 1975 meeting of the

Board of Trustees began

Thursday, April 17, Chancellor

Allin opened the meeting that

night with an address in All

Saints' Chapel. The business,

which was started Friday,

included reports from the Board
of Regents on matters that

required action by the trustees

and committee meetings,

ght there was a

at the Vice

s and a banquet at

all. The remaining

as taken care of on
Saturday, after which the

meeting was adjourned.

This year's meeting was the

first in recent years to be held

during the school term. In the

past the Trustees have met
shortly after commencement.
As a result of this year's

scheduling, Trustees had an

opportunity to see the school in

operation and to meet with the

students.

Students and trustees met in

classes, at receptions, and a

Is during the three days oi

meeting. Students who

served as escorts spent Thursday

night with the Trustees at a

reception and half of Friday

with them in classes and at

lunch at Gailor. Other

opportunities for students and

Trustees to meet were a Friday

coffee for Wilkins

Scholars and Trustees and a

Friday afternoon meeting for

women students and Trustees's

spouses.

The Board of Trustees is 'he

actual governing body of the

University. There are trustees

(Cont. on page 2)

Bishop Allin speaks with I rustees.
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Letters To The Editor
To the Editor:

Perhaps the most important of

the three constitutional

ammendments brought up by

the Delegate Assembly to be

voted on by the student body, is

the one dealing with the

maintenance of the Discipline

Committee. It is a move put

before the students to change

the supervision of the D.C. from

the hands of the O.G. to the

more representative body of

student government, the

Delegate Assembly.

Above all, this is a question of

representation. As it stands

now, it is the O.G. that makes

the rules regulating the

Discipline Committee. Il is the

O.G. that is essentially

responsible for maintaining

discipline among students; all

students.

However, one cannot help but

ask, is descipline a matter that

concerns only gownsmen, only

those with a certain grade point

average? Is it of no concern to

Freshmen whatsoever? No.
The fact is, discipline is a matter

of student body wide concern.

Moreover, the constitution of

student government gives the

Delegate Assembly the job of

providing REPRESENTATIVE
government and the power to

"legislate in ALL matter of

student CONDUCT."

It is not a question of which

body can do a better job with

the D.C. Instead, it is a question

of who is to represent all the

students on the very
representative matter of

discipline. It is the Delegate

Assembly that would be

Constitutionally correct in that

function.

I want above all to urge every

student to vote in the upcoming
election, and to speak out and
strike a blow for representative

government.

Billy Dubose

Dear Editor,

I am writing to inform

students about, and encourage

them to look into, the program I

am in this semester. I have spent

this semester participating in

the Oak Ridge Science Semester

of the Southern College

University Union. Each year

students from many of the

smaller colleges in the south

spend the second semester in

Oak Ridge, Tennessee, working

with a scientific research group,

participating in a seminar which

deals in a subject involving

several disciplines, and

attending talks given by various

people who are involved with

the scientific community.
The work done there counts

as sixteen hours credit: twelve

for the research project, three

Body In Motion
In the past few weeks the

Delegate Assembly has been

exercising its legislative capacity

in several areas. A motion
similar to the one proposed by
the Order of Gownsmen was
passed in support of prohibiting

parking along Georgia and

Alabama Avenues in front of

the Bishop's Common and the

library during daylight hours.

This reflects and effort by
concerned students to get cars

off of the streets and into

parking lots and to lessen

pedestrian/vehicle confusion in

front of the Commons during

class hours. The motion will be

submitted to the Community
Traffic Council for
consideration.

Three constitutional
amendments were proposed at

the most recent D.A. meeting.

Jim Harper presented two
amendments one of which

extends the Delegate Assembly
term from a single semester to a

full academic year. Previous

student votes on this

amendment have been in

support of the change, but the

necessary one half of the

student body did not vote thus

voiding the ballots. Mr. Harper's

second amendment is a

technical change in the wording
of Article III to allow for a more
feasible time period for the O.G.

to respond to D.A. action.

Billy DuBose proposed a

more controversial amendment
transferring the responsibility

for the Discipline Committee
from the O.G. to the D.A. Mr.

DuBose explained that the

change is intended to clarify

power between the two bodies

rather than to reflect on the past

effectiveness of the Discipline

Committee. As the more
democratic segment of student

government, the D.A. was
considered the appropriate

body for the maintenance of

this student disciplinary

organization. The Honor
Council, however, comes under

the authority of the Order of

Gownsmen whose duty it is to

uphold the "spirit, traditions

and ideals" of the University.

The motion to amend passed

with some dissent. The final

decision lies with the student

body. A vote on all three

amendments will be included
next week on the ballot for D.A.

officers. The D.A. urges all

students to vote so that definite

(Cont. on page 12)

for the seminar on an
independent study the student

does with a teacher at his

school, and one for the

colloquia.

Each student, when
applying, describes the kind of

research he or she is interested

in, and a coordinator at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory
finds a scientist who wants to

have that person work with him.

This year several of the students

were offered a choice between
two or three projects. The
students then work with or for

their adviser during office

hours. The ratio of new
experience and learning to dirty

work can vary (dependent
mostly upon the students'

research adviser), but the

participants this year are all

satisfied with what they are

doing. At the end of the

semester each student writes a

paper on the research work that

he or she has done.

I am recommending to

anyone who has been taking

sciences and might be interested

in this program, to look into it.

Dr. Bordley has information

about the program and * the

applications.

I have found Oak Ridge to be

an interesting and rewarding

place to live and work. It can be

a refreshing experience to be in

an atmosphere conducive to

getting involved with learning,

and enjoying learning.

Sincerely,

Brett E.A.Porter

To the Editor:

Apparently there is some in-

sidious force at work in the

hallowed halls of Gailor. Any
posters, bills, signs, etc. vanish

mysteriously after about four

hours. This is unfortunate

because many organizations

depend on publicity in the form

of posters, bills, signs, etc. taped

to the doors of Gailor. After all,

as much as I hate to admit it,

Gailor is one of the few places

on campus where a great

amount of people congregate.

In other words—it does no good
and really serves no purpose to

tear down the signs in front of

Gailor. They are put up for a

purpose and that is to serve the

student.

JimMulkh

Trustees Meet
(Cont. from page 1)

representing the University's

owning dioceses, the Associated

Alumni, and the faculties and
students of the University,

seminary and academy. Among
the Trustees's duties is that of

electing, not necessarily from
among themselves, members of

the Board of Regents. The
Regents function as the exective

committee of the Trustees. The
Regents meet three times each

year rather than once each year

as do the Trustees. At this year's

meeting, as at each of their

annual meetings, the Trustees

had to review and approve all

that the Regents had done.

In addition, the Trustees

heard and debated at length a

proposal to increase the size of

the Board of Regents from

twelve to fifteen members. The
additional three members
would be elected not by the

Trustees but by the voting

members of the Sewanee
electoral precinct. Such a move
would significantly change the

composition of the Board of

Regents. The matter was
referred to a committee for

study until next year's

Trustees's meeting.

Campus
Calender

Thursday

April 24

Friday

April 25

Saturday

April 26 .

7:30 p.m.-Anthropology Film

"Devi," Blackman Auditorium

7:30 p.m.-Sewanee Union Theatre

AMARCORD
8:15 p.m.-Sewanee Academy Players

THEWINSLOW BOY, Cravens Hall

Track-Centre, Stamford at Sewanee

7:30 p.m. -Purple Masue performance

"Long Day's Journey Into Night," Guerry Aud.

7:30 p.m.-Sewanee Union Theatre

AMARCORD
5:00 to 7:00 p.m.-D.A. Picnic in Guerry Garth

Sunday

April 27

Monday

April 28

SPRING PARTY WEEKEND
Study Day in the College of Arts and Sciences

Baseball -Sewanee v. MTSU at Sewanee

10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.-Children's Carnival

Manigault Park

7:30 p.m. -Purple Masque performance

7:30 Sewanee Union Theatre, AMARCORD

7:30 p.m. -Purple Masque performance

7:30 p.m.-Sewanee Union Theatre, AMARCORD

Tuesday

April 29

. . . Baseball -Sewanee v. St. Bernard at Sewanee

7:30 p.m.-Sewanee Union Theatre, THE TOUCH

8:00 p.m.- Cello Recital by students of

Martha McCrory, The Bishop's Common Lounge

Wednesday

April 30 . .

Thursday

Mayl

Friday

May 2

Baseball-Sewanee v. Belmont at Sewanee

7:30 p.m.-Sewanee Union Theatre, THE TOUCH
8: 1 5 p.m. -Dr. Patrick Dooley, "John Stewart Mills

and William James Conception of the Finite God"

The Bishop's Common Lounge

7:30 p.m.-Sewanee Union Theatre

GONE WITH THE WIND

8:00 to 10:00 p.m. -Observatory open to public

8:15 p.m.-Cinema Guild, "Gorky Trilogy, Part II"

Blackman Auditorium

9:00 p.m.-Sewanee Student Christian Fellowship

216 Geurry

Baseball -Sewanee v. Belmont at Nashvilk

Tennis-Covenant at Lookout Mountain

12:10 p.m.-Commencement rehearsal. All Saints' Chapel

Golf-David Lipscomb, Belmont at Nashville

7:30 p.m.-Sewanee Union Theatre

GONE WITH THE WIND

Saturday

May 3 . .

Sunday

May 4 .

Track-TIAC at Memphis thru May 3

Tennis-TIAC at Carson Newman

Jefferson City, Tn. thru May 3

7:30 p.m.-Sewanee Union Theatre

GONE WITH THE WIN0

12:15 p.m. -Dedication of The Bishop's Common

7:30 p.m.-Sewanee Union Theatre

GONE WITH THE WIND

. . . .3:00 p.m.-AAUW, Grosvenor Lounge

5:30 p.m. -Potluck Supper, Women's House

Monday

May 5 .
. 4:30& 7:00 p.m.-Sewanee Film Festival

Baseball-Sewanee v. Trevecca at Sewanee

Tuesday

May 6 .

Wednesday

May7 . . .

. . , 5:00 p.m.-University Choir practice

Blackman Auditorium

7:30 p.m.-"First Tuesday," Women's House

. . .Study Day in the College of Arts and Sciences

7:00 p.m.-University Choir practice

Blackman Auditorium

8:1 5 p.m.-Cinema Guild

"The Red Desert," Antonioni

Blackman Auditorium

l:00 p.m.-Sewanee Student Christian Fellowship

2nd floor Guerry
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D.A. Candidates Speak On Issues
Clark Spoden

It is my firm conviction that student

government has a positive role to play in this

University. The purpose of the Delegate

Assembly as stated in the CONSTITUTIONOF
THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT is to provide

representative government for the student body

and afford regular channels for student

problems. Some persons have claimed the

unimportance of the DA, but I believe that the

Delegate Assembly is the best forum available

for the vocalization of student opinion in our

student government. True, apathy has plagued

this body as well as the University as a whole but

the lack of student activity in certain areas does

not always demonstrate apathy, more than

may be true that the Constitution which governs

our student government does limit Delegate

Assembly powers, I honestly believe that even

within the limits of our Constitution the

Delegate Assembly has the potential of being

most effective in representing student interest

and handling student problems.

It is because of my belief in the potentiality

of the Delegate Assembly that I offer myself as a

Candidate for Speaker. I am convinced that

unless the Delegate Assembly is led by strong

leadership its potentiality decreases immensely.

I feel that I can provide such strong leadership

and help the Delegate Assembly attain the

respect of the Sewanee Student Body.

I base my belief in my ability to serve as

Speaker on three main points:

(1) Throughout the past semesters I have

developed a productive relation with the

University's Administration which is very

important for any student leader to have in

attempting to relay student issues.

(2) Through the years I have worked closely

with various groups and organizations within

the Sewanee community which have provided

me with a certain Knowledge of student issues

of all kinds. Being aware of these issues gives me

insight into the causes as well as possible

solutions to these issues as they affect our

student life.

(3) More than anything, my desire to serve

my fellow students in the best way Iknow how
will surely contribute to my effectiveness as a

leader.

These three points upon which 1 base my
condidacy definitely qualifies me to serve as

vour Soeaker. I only hope that in the process of

meeting in March. Also, the faculty has shown
that they will listen to student proposals by
enacting the Thanksgiving holiday proposal for
next year and by giving real consideration to

different proposals for a five day week. The
second area was somewhat improved last week
when the Trustees met during the school year

for the first time. Both areas, however, could be
improved. I don't think students should run the

University, but since we are students here, we all

have a vital interest in its welfare. By being

involved here as more than just students, we
would feel like we were more a part of this

institution and would work harder while home
at recruiting people and financial resouces for

this place. We might also be more willing to

likely it demonstrates student contentment.

Those areas where students have raised

questions for change have usually been areas of
importance where students insight can be a

valuable help to the University.

The job of Speaker of the DA is not so much
one of initiating policy as it is a job of
channeling the energies of the body towards

matters of importance. The value of student

government to this University depends on the

seriousness and relevance of the topics which it

considers. The strength of the Delegate

Assembly depends on the willingness of its

members to work out plans reliably and
throughly. A carefully worked out proposal

submitted to the administration carries much
more weight than one hastily passed. Such a

proposal more than likely represents a workable

solution to the problem at hand. I will strive to

lead the DA to reach its full potential as a forum
where student opinion can be brought to bear

on University problems in a manner to most
benefit this University.

Having been a member of the Delegate

Assembly for the past two semesters, I

understand the workings and shortcomings of
the body and believe that the shortcomings can
be reduced by streamlining the functionary
process. Lines of communication need to be
widened between the Order of Gownsmen and
the DA, and more importantly between student

government and the administration. I promise
to do my best to see to it that the opinions of the

students are brought to the administration in a

thoughtful and responsible manner, if elected to

serve as Speaker.

Billy Joe Shelton

Too often I have heard fellow students

express their dismay in the Delegate Assembly's

ineffectiveness and pdwer'lessness. Although it

selecting your candidate you take them into

consideration.

For too long the Delegate Assembly has been
looked down upon as a worthless body. With
your support and vote we can revive its purpose
and bring new meaning to the Delegate
Assembly.

Ted Doss

I am running for re-election because I feel

that there are still ways in which Sewanee can be

improved. One big way in which Sewanee can be

improved is by improving communication 1)

between students, faculty, and administration-

2) between Sewanee and its owning dioceses;

and 3) among students. I believe the first area

has improved this semester as a result of the

controversy over the financial condition of the

University which surrounded the Regents'

contribute ourselves in future years when we are

alumni and alumnae.
The third area, communication among

students, is a bit more complex. We all have our

own circles of friends, and this is good. We each

need a group of people who we are close to and
can share at least a part of our lives with. But as

each person cannot be an island unto himself or

herself, each group cannot be an island unto

itself. The persons within each group must

interact with persons in other groups. One of the

advantages of Sewanee is supposed to be that it

is small enough that it can truly be a

community, and community involves

communication among all members. But it

involves more than that. It involves care and

concern for each member of the community,

individually. It involves working to end the

divisions and strife which exists within the

student community. It involves trying to change

the areas in which otherwise worthwhile

organizations cause strife. An example of this is

the need to change the image and attitudes of

the Order of Gownsmen in the minds of

non-Gownsmen. But to make Sewanee a true

community, love for one another, despite our

differences, is the most pressing need.

Bishop Allen said in his sermon at evensong

which opened the Trustees' meeting last week

that Sewanee's purpose is to provide a Christian

education in a Christian community . One of the

elements basic to a Christian community is a

personal love for everyone in that community.

This is the type of love that I was speaking of in

the paragraph above. It is an unnatural love,

because it is not just a love for those who are our

friends, but it is a love for those with whom we
have nothing in common. This kind of love does

not preclude disagreements over most student

(Cont. on page 81
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A New Approach

In past issues we have felt the need for the

administration to listen to the opinions of the students.

Recently, there has been a commendable effort led by

the Vice-Chancellor himself to involve students in the

decision-making processes. His appearance before the

Delegate Assembly, before the Student Forum where

he spoke openly concerning the budget, his

participation on a question and answer program on

WUTS and his greater accessibility to the PURPLE staff

have created a refreshing and open atmosphere in

Sewanee.

The Vice-Chancellor is not alone in attempting to

revitalize the static channels of power. Last week for

the first time in history the Trustees meeting was

scheduled during the academic year. There were several

functions planned which revolved around

student-Trustee communication. Students were

assigned to act as guides for the various Trustees which

enabled them to speak openly about their interests and

concerns without being spotlighted as with the Regents

breakfast. A further point is that for once Trustees

were exposed to someone not necessarily designated "a

campus leader. " Yet, this group and their problems

were not overlooked. In fact the Wilkins Scholars who
are in the midst of a controversy were given a special

opportunity to talk with Trustees. Women students

also met with Trustee wives giving them an indirect but

in someways more convenient means in which to

discuss their Sewanee experience and changing needs.

The administration's attempts at openess have been

paralleled by a subseqvient student-faculty openess.

Perhaps, the two are not directly correlated but it does

seem that as soon as the Vice-Chancellor began to open
up, the faculty and students began to respond with new
interest. Suddenly, the Curriculum Committee which

has been toying with various changes has begun to

produce viable options. In doing so they have solicited

student opinion and appear to be listening. Other

committees are demanding to be recognized and heard

some which have been ignored for years.

Students, too, are making themselves known.
Election participation both in candidates and number

of votes has been overwhelming when compared to past

years. Students are less cautious in expressing their

opinions in both the spoken and printed word.

Although peer pressure is still felt by many students,

administrative and faculty pressure is more relaxed.

This, at least, seems to be a beginning. No election so

far this year has been decided by acclamation. A year

ago students could not be found who were willing to

run for the various students offices. Fortunately, this is

no longer the case.

Better still these students aregenuinelyinterested in

the organizations of which they desire leadership. In

most cases students are no longer striving for an office

simply to feather their resume. Furthermore, those

students who lose elections are still willing to actively

participate in the organization. Students are beginning

to realize that elections are not popularity contests,

and that in the hands of the right people these offices

can be highly effective.

This general revitalization of interest in all parts of
the University shows a promise of better

student-faculty-administration relationships. However,

interest and concern cannot be a once a year affair.

Continued cooperation and interaction must be the

rule and not the exception. As a beginning this is great,

but if this is all that will ever be achieved then we are

right back where we started. For a real and vital

progress all concerned must realize the full potential of

the present situation.

Cynthia L. Smith Michelle A. Mauthe

WE'VE PITCHED IN

Guest Editorial

Each in It's Place
by Dr. Charles S. Peyser

The guest editorial in the

April 10th PURPLE by Miss

E.T. Chitty did, as claimed, add
appropriate information sorely

lacking in the previous editorial

columns of the paper. But Miss
Chitty is just as guilty in some
respects of a "simple lack of

information and investigation"

as the PURPLE editors.^

One claim is that "the
University", used technically,

means the College, the

Seminary, AND the Academy.
Such is wishful thinking —
whether one takes as authority a

work such as the Oxford English

Dictionary, or (in due
consideration to the uniqueness
of Sewanee) the Charter and
Ordinances of The University of

the South.

From the OED; first meaning
the whole body of teachers and
scholars engaged, at a particular

place, in giving and receiving

instruction in the higher

branches of learning; such
persons associated together as a

society or corporate body, with

a definite organization and
acknowledged powers and
privileges (esp. that of

conferring degrees), and
forming an institution for the

promotion of education in the

higher or more important
branches of learning;....

The Academy is NOT involved

in higher learning, but in

secondary education; as noted
later, their teachers have no
collective authority delegated
to them as is true of both the

College and Seminary faculty.

Thus, in the spirit of the OED,
the Academy cannot be
considered to be part of the
University.

As for the most proper usage
at Sewanee, section 8 of our
charter states

BE IT FURTHER ENACTED,
'

That said University shall have
full power to establish Literary

and Scientific Departments, and
those of Law, Theology, and
Medical Science, and such other

departments as said University

may see proper, and to confer
upon students or any other

persons the degrees of Bachelor
of Arts, Master of Arts, or any
degree known and used in any

college or university, and shall

enjoy all other powers and
immunities incident to

corporations of this description.

Again, the Academy is excluded
as it does not grant degrees as

advanced as Bachelor of Arts.

The authority for the
Corporation to operate the

Academy is presumably in the
last clause. (It is interesting to

note, in this regard, that Miss
Chitty quotes Dr. Bennett
concerning the Academy
providing important education

for faculty children and thus
improving the ability of the
College and Seminary to recruit

the best faculty. In this light the

Academy can be clearly seen as

a fringe benefit for faculty and
an enterprise auxiliary to our
main work as a University.

)

Turning to the second major
division of the Ordinances ("for

the Government of the

University"), heading Number
16, one finds

Section 1. The University shall

(Cont. on page 8)
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"The Echoing Green"
by Jim Harper

For those of us to whom it

means so much: What makes

Sewanee the place it is?

Is it the late night vigil

reading poetry that just struck

home? The sigh of relief when
the chemistry experiment turns

blue instead of orange? The
lop-sided score which we almost

won? Morgan's Steep at sunset,

of Jump-off at dawn? The
mangy, loveable dogs in front of

Gailor? "Whose cheeseburger,

fries, and cherry coke is this?

Number forty-threeeee!" Junk

mail in the SPO. An afternoon

nap. The Weber Thesis, Keynes'

Laws, Fermat's Method. Lying

in the grass under the

spring-time trees in the old

quadrangle. An evening getting

mellow at the Pub. A visit at

Andrew Lytle's. Running into

the teacher whose class you cut

that morning at the Union-arid

then drinking a cup of coffee

with him. Movies in a theatre

built for midgets with wooden
rear-ends. Parties for jokers with

caste- iron stomachs (or elastic

lungs). Cut classes, late papers,

and the worried New Week's

Resolution. A Sunday
afternoon soaking up the rays at

"Cheston Beach" or the roof of

Cleveland. Late night

conversations with the folks

down the hall. A place where

they even at tempt
Vice-Chancellor's receptions. A
concert- Dave Brubeck, Goose

Creek, The Milwaukee
Symphony. A lecture-Allen

Tate, Dick Gregory, Dean Rusk.

An unmade bed in a dingy room
furnished with a three legged

couch, Tensor lamp, and a W. C.

Fields poster. Old copies of

THE SEWANEE PURPLE,
suitable for wrapping or

cleaning fish. Market runs.

New ideas, old thoughts; new
faces, old friends. Ideals and the

clash with reality. Euphoria,

depression. Growth and a

deepening personal awareness.

Complaints and praise. Purpose

and passion. Exhaustion and

excitement. The realization that

you haven't learned or said it

all-nor can you. People

Sewanee is not a place; it is

an ideal state of mind, a state

designed to give real people a

chance to explore, reflect, and
absorb; a chance to escape, with

the admonition that the time is

borrowed and the real world is

calling; the last reprieve of

youth and the doorway to

experience; an experiment in

Christian living, designed to give

religion a more actively personal

meaning. A place to prepare one
to grow.

It's a singular atmosphere
pointing towards a unique goal.

Despite the fact that it rarely

comes close to its original ideal,

Sewanee people are for the most
part enthusiastic participants,

honest critics, and awestruck

admirers. The Sewanee
experience, as cliche'd as the

term has become, is a full-time

thing. It doesn't stop at noon
when the ties and dresses come
off. It proceeds far into the

night and bridges a restless

summer vacation. The Sewanee
experience is a great experiment

with set-backs and successes,

yet the experience is real and

worthwhile.

Many people worry about

the preservation of this ideal

point-of-view, the preservation

of this quest. They know that

the institution must maintain a

distinct character if it is to

continue to try what it does.

People have to be challenged

and prodded ; but their time also

has to be pervaded with enough

leisure so that the whole thing

doesn't just pass them by. And
people need to be in constant

contact with each other.

I once was enthusiastically in

favor of the two-day weekend.

After spending a great deal of

time working for it, I've

radically changed my mind.

Whether or not the place

becomes a "suit-case college" is

uncertain and beside the point.

What is certain is this. WE WILL
NOT GET ANY MORE FREE
TIME. Time will simply be

rearranged so that six days of

schoolwork gets crammed into

five, and free time becomes
concentrated in two day blocks.

The week becomes more intense

and pressured; we work like

dogs five days for the sake of the

other two. We develop a real

dichotomy between study and
the pursuit of enjoyment. It is

my firm and honest contention

that the two day weekend on a

regular basis would do much to

thwart the singular atmosphere
of this institution and to defeat

its unique purpose. We not only

need time to reflect alone, but
we also need time to discuss and
reflect collectively-activities in

which we are likely to engage in

only if our free time comes

diffused with our work time. We
may not become a commuter
college, but the already

weakening faculty- student

relationship will definitely be

hurt. We will come closer to the

concept of the nine to five

world which so many of us

despise.

The Admissions Office

claims that their job will be
made harder by the two-day
weekend. That is not the point,

as the College does not run for

their convenience. Prospective

students see something they like

when they come to visit. They
see a fine educational

institution which paradoxically

(Cont. on page 8)

It's Not What You Do, But

.

Jeff Runge

Given the chance to

write this editorial, I was
most anxious to do so,

having in mind an article

which would be a sarcastic

and bitter outlet for my
feelings. Having mellowed
considerably in the last few
weeks, I am trying to say

something which comes
from the mind as well as the

heart, in hopes that it will

be taken as seriously as it is

written, instead of merely

vocalizing the hostilities of

those who shared my
feelings.

What I wish to discuss is

an institution, not
necessarily the group or

groups of individuals who
comprise, most of whom I

hold in high esteem.

Inherent in the institution is

its whole system of

operation which must fall

into the crux of the

discussion, because it is this

system which is largely

responsible for the quality

of service rendered by the

institution.

One of the principles on
which this country was
founded is that of justice

for all its citizens, no matter

their social standing, their

purse size, their amount of

service to the community,
their grade point average,or

their social orientation.

Although Sewanee. makes
no pretense of making any

effort to emulate the

American system, it seems

to me that the scales of

justice around here are

about as even as the

landscape below Morgan's

Steep. It is more than

apparent that it is not so

much what offense was
committed as it is who
committed it. What needs

to be carefully scrutinized is

that institution which
officially deals with the

problems of discipline on
the mountain, namely the

Discipline Committee.

The idea behind the

Discipline Committee is to i

give alleged offenders a I

hearing by their peers

before action is taken by

the administration. Ah
important question that

needs to be raised is

whether or not the peers of

one person are necessarily

the peers of another. Is it

viable for the whole

spectrum of Sewanee
j

students? The DC members '

are elected by a majority of

voting members of the

student body. Does that

qualify them to sit as cross I

examiners, judge, and jury

for any person on campus?
Is it fair for proctors who
are responsible for turning

in most of the alleged

offenders to sit in

judgement on the DC?
Consequently, not only are

they cross examiners, judge,

and jury, but also the

policemen! Is this

autonomous carrying out of

rules fair? Are there any

checks on them at all? What
is there to prevent them
from slapping "Social

Probation" on a lesser

known student who may
not turn out outstanding

grades, while at the same

time a little slap on the

i wrists and a tongue-

-in-cheek "no-no" is given

to a student of higher

caliber or one who acts in

the name of a stupid

tradition or is a member of a

particular social group?

The Green Ribbon

"march" on March 16-17

was, as everyone heard

repeatedly, a "regrettable

thing" that simply "got out

of hand." I am sure the

same thing could be said of

any offense for which

stiffer punishment was

issued. One is reminded of

"pledge night" in the fall

which turned into a

"regrettable thing" that

simply "got out of hand."

How fair is it that a fist in

the face warrants social

probation in one case and in

the other it does not? It

seems clear that the major

difference is the fact that it

was a different fist and a

different face.
Remembering another

instance, is being with

someone who "shoots the

moon" at a local any worse

than breaking out doors and

windows? The respective

punishments are indicative

that it is so. In fact,

numerous instances of the

same type of behavior

which characterized the

activity of St. Patrick's Eve

has been treated with stiffer

penalty. If the DC lets the

deeds of a few go

unpunished, it had better

be careful in the future that

no punishment stiffer than

"Social Reprimand" be

given to any student,

regardless of social or

academic stature, who does
nothing worse than door

breaking, window
smashing, car painting,

dorm hour violating,

waking up entire dorms,

motorcycle vandalism,

smoke bombs and fire

cracker throwing, assault,

and public drunkeness , all

of which were recently

treated with "social

reprimand." If they do, that

will prove the point of this

discussion.

Such an autonomous
institution should not be

allowed to exist in its

present form. Students have

no checks on the power of

that committee. If the Dean

is supposed to be doing

that, forget it. I am sure he

is more than happy to stay

as clear as possible of

the business of

naming punishments. The

fact is that the DC has

nothing to fear except the

need to keep the conduct of

its own members above

reproach. We all saw how
that situation was remedied
recently.

That committee has the

theoretical power to nail

nearly any student at some
time. I hope that everyone

has had the experience of

reading that worthless scrap

of paper called the

SEWANEE STUDENT
HANDBOOK. If boredom
sets in some time, pick it up
and get a few laughs.

However, the code of

conduct in that book can be

used at the discretion of the

DC or completely ignored.

To quote the recent edition,

"Drunkenness, indecency,

irresponsibility, or

misconduct after drinking

will be punished by social

probation, suspension, or

expulsion." The blatent

disregard for this rule is

commonplace, as it can

easily be by a group that

both enforces the law and

interprets it. I don't think

anyone really objects to the

disregard for certain rules,

but if the DC disregards a

rule for one, it had better

disregard it for all. That

should hold true for any

rule.

Therefore, students, do

not fear. If you believe in

the justice of the present

system of discipline, you

are free to wreak havoc all

over Sewanee if you so

desire. If you do not, keep

your eyes and ears open for

prospective changes, behave

yourselves, or else try to

become one of the social

elite, lest you get screwed

like others before you.

As I said, my intention is

not to criticize the Green

Ribbon Society or to critize

the Discipline Committee.

You have all earned my
respect, but not the system

under which you operate.
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Purple Maxque Presents

LongDay'sJourneyIntoNight

Leontief Delivers

DuPont Lecture

On Spring Party Weekend,
|April 25, 26 & 27, Purple
Masque will present LONG
DAY'S JOURNEY INTO
NIGKT, Eugene O'Neill's most
brilliant piec This play best

reflects O'Neill's own bizarre

attitude towards life and art, as

shaped by his tragic childhood.

It portrays in fictional form one
••*day of O'Neill's life with his

tfamily during their most trying

period where, through the

intense dialogue, they disclose

their need for understanding
andcompassionfor one another.

He describes his work as "a play

of sorrow written in blood and
tears." An intense and
untranquil climate between

the four members of the Tyrone
family dominates the entire

play; James Tyrone, played by
Allan Whitehead, and James, his

son, played by Michael Sublett,

both have drinking problems.

Edmund, the other son, played

by John Harris, has
Tuberculosis, and Mary Tyrone,
the mother, played by Jane
Hart, is haunted by narcotics

addiction. The events of one
day and night of such a

problem-burdened family

create an unforgettable drama.

The action takes place in the

living room of the Tyrone's
summer cottage, which will be
designed by John Miller. There

are only five characters in the
play: the Tyrones and the maid
played by Tica Gibson. Robert
Wilcox is directing the play, and
Jay Newlon is the stage
manager.

The performances will be in

Guerry Auditorium on Friday
Saturday, and Sunday night!

Because of the length of the
drama, performances will begin
at 7:30 instead of 8:00. Tickets
will be on sale at the
door—$1.00 for adults; 75 cents
for children. University
students are free with I.D. cards
THE BARBER OF

VERSAILLES, originally
sceduled for this time, will be
presented in November.

George M. Taylor, III

Wassily Leontief, Nobel
Prize Winner and noted
Russian-born economist was in

Sewanee on Wednesday, April
23, to address the Sewanee
Economics Club at its annual
banquet and deliver a DuPont
Lecture.

Professor Leontief, who is

presently a fellow at the New
School for Social Research, won
the Nobel Prize in 1973 for his

work with input-output

Commencement

Rehearsal

AH Seniors in the College and
School of Theology who expect

to graduate at Commencement
this year are urgently requested

to attend a rehearsal for

Commencement on
THURSDAY, MAY 1ST, at

12:10 p.m. in All Saints'

Chapel.

analysis. He holds degrees from
the Universities of Leningrad

and Berlin, as well as honorary
degrees from a host of

universities in this country and
abroad, and his recent

publications include
INPUT-OUTPUT ECONOMICS
(1966) and ESSAYS IN
ECONOMICS (1966).

Leontief has pointed to the

governmental system of data

collection as a weakness in the

economic policy of the United

States and has recently gone on
record as advocating a national

system of business forecasting

to aid industries in planning for

the demands of the economy.
The Sewanee Economics

Club is a voluntary association

of University students whose
purpose is to provide a forum
for the pursuit of relevant topics

in economics by faculty,

students* and outside speakers.

Meetings of the club are held

monthly during the academic
year and mi

all students

Colloquium Attracts Scholars

by Anne Bradford

Sewanee's second annual
Mediaeval Colloquium attracted

eminent mediaeval scholars

from colleges in fourteen states,

Canada and the United
Kingdom. The symposium,
which was held April 9-12,

included approximately 140
registered participants.
Featured speakers were
Professor Denys Hay,

bership is open to Vice-Principal of the University
of Edinburgh, and Professor

Eugene Vinaver, Professor This contribution was given by

EMERITUS of the University of Mr. and Mrs. Henry McNeil and

Manchester. Several other their son, Robert McNeil, of

mediaeval historians also Plymouth Meeting, Pa.; Robert

presented papers and responded is an alumnus of the College,

to the presentations. Many people have
The Mediaeval Colloquium commented that the mediaeval

was begun last year by Professor colloquium has done more to

Sewanee Cinema

E.B. King. Although many
meetings of this type have been
held in the United States, at that

time none were being held in the

Southeast. A need was felt for a

conference in mediaeval
studies—not just another
mediaeval symposium, but one
of real excellence. Sewanee's

enhance the academic
reputation of Sewanee than

anything the school has

sponsored for some time.

Professor Hay presented

three lectures: "Ideas and their

Influence: The Intellectual's

Role," "Church Reformers and

Church Reform," and "Political

by Tom McGehee

Differing from their usual

fare, the Sewanee Union
Theater this week offers the

most recent work of two of the

best European directors.

Sweden's Ingmar Bergmen and
Italy's I'ederico Feleni are

world renowned for their works.
Sadly enough only one film lives

up to its director's reputation.
Ingmar Bergmen's first film

in English, "The Touch," lacks
much of the impact of his earlier

films; "The Naked Night," "The
Seventh Seal," and "Wild
Strawberries." "The Touch"
follows the rather common plot

of the married, middle-aged

woman who takes a lover and
then loses both her new lover

and husband. The housewife
Karin (Bibi Anderson) gives

perhaps the best performance in

her role as the rich but bored
housewife. Elliot Gould, as a

young bewhiskered American

archaeologist, give:

mechanical performances ;

a other great films; "Tellini

i the Satyrican," "The Clowns" and
"8'/4." Amarcord when

lover. Max Van Sydow gives

much needed support and translated I remember gives

warmth in his role as the away the basic plot of the

cuckold husband. The two movie. It is about Fellini's early

greatest conflicts in the movies 'ife and growing up

colloquium is designed to be Speculation and the Actualities

small enough to permit a

maximum amount of personal

dialogue, yet large enough to get

a stimulating interchange of

ideas.
Sewanee was extremely

fortunate to obtain Sir Richard
Southern as last year's keynote

speaker. Sir Richard was so

enthusiastic about the value of

of Politics." Dr. Vinaver

presented a paper on

"Mediaeval Poetry and the

Moderns" and conducted a

seminar on "Some Aspects of

Beroul's TRISTAN."
Impressed with the degree of

literacy revealed by the

response of his audiences, Dr.

Hay wryly observed that this

are the proble between the town in Italy during the Facist

lovers and ensuing domestic regime prior to World War II.

problems. At the movie's end Tne main character Filto

one sees Bibi Anderson as a (Bruno Zanin) is the young
dejected and abandoned Fellini. The father, Aurelio, is

woman, pregnant and not played by Armand Brancia and
certain of who the father is. is portrayed as the "everyman."

In this film, Bergmen only Pupello Maggio plays the wife

succeeds in making a rather and mother. As in most Fellini

"soap opera" type film. The fi'ms the plot is complex and

major problem is that Bergmen fu" of life's strange and

last year's get-together that he was a delightful contrast to

encouraged his wide circle of many coUeges at which he has

academic collegues to support spoken Both professor Hay and

does not seem to have a great

enough command of the English

language to avoid a boring

dialogue arianumerous cliches. It

It is hoped that Bergmen's next

film is either in Swedish or his

English vocabulary improves.

Federico Felini's latest film,

"Amarcord" is perhaps his best
to date, even surpassing his

grotesque characters.
"Amarcord" is a great movie
and should be seen, especially

since such movies are rarely

presented at the Union Theater.

colloquium. Partly as a

result of Dr. Southern's

"spreading the word" about the

colloquium, many top-notch

scholars in the field have theyencount,
become interested in the event.

Last year the duPont Lecture

Committee invited Dr.

Southern as a duPont Lecturer;

the University paid the

incidental expenses. Because

Professor Vinaver were

impressed by the natural beauty

of the campus and the courtesy

and friendliness of the students

Says Dr. King, "I should like

to express my gratitude to those

who assisted with, the

colloquium, not only members

of the committee and

the

year's meeting was so
important, the University

agreed to underwrite the
Our congratulations are in order colloquium this year. Then the
to Tom Gibson and his staff at Colloquium Committee
the Union Theater for striving received a donation of money
to bring more first-rate movies which will insure the funding of

mnity. the program for two more years.

the administration felt last Participants, but also

residents of the community

to the Sewanee

who opened their homes to

these visitors, and to the

students who gave so generously

of their time to man the

registration desk and meet

invited guests when they arrived

at the airport."
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Is Great Success
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by Van Nail

This year's Fiddler's

Convention was one of the most
successful ever. After all the

prizes and bills were paid there

was an excess of over $2,000 to

be split evenly between the fire

department and the E.M.T.'S.

But these weren't the only ones
to benifit from the Convention,

for the audience received one of

the best shows we've ever had in

the four year history of the

convention.

The program began a little

behind schedule, but the

musicians played so fast that we
soon got caught up.

First to perform were the

guitar players. There were nine

entries and the judging was
difficult but Raymond Hill's

"Wildwood Flower" brought

home the prize. Ray had a hard

time believing us when we told

him to go get his prize. He said

he'd never played in no contest

before.

The mandolin contest was

particularly good this year;

perhaps the best we've had.

There were fifteen entries and

they all did some mighty fine

pickin! Ed James, a favorite

here on the banjo surprised with

his mandolin pickin' which got

him a second place. Lanny Cole

outpicked them all though and
took the first prize in the

mandolin.

Of course, everyone was
waiting for the banjos. We've
always had a good banjo contest

and this year was certainly no
exception. Everyone knew
James McKinney was here and a

repeat performance from last

year was expected. But James
McKinney wasn't the only

banjo player who had it all

together that night. Paul

Bowen, the old master, was on
hanH and the smoothness and

of his style was unbeatable.

The runnoff for second place

between James McKinney,
Slyde Blaylock, and Ed James

gave the judges a tuff time but

McKinney helped them out a

little when he purposely

disqualified himself in order to

answer the demands of the

crowd for an encore. Ed James
took second and everyone was
happy except the audience
which did not understand what
had happened.

The Fiddle Contest was won
by Walley Clayton who did a

rendition of the standard
"Orange Blossom Special" that

demonstrated his ability and
originality. Wally Bryson took
second on the Fiddle. Wally
played a beautiful waltz that the
crowd failed to appreciate as

was the case with many other of
the better numbers.

James McKinney's band,

"U.S. Grass", took the first

place prize of $200 and Marvin

Downer and the "Blue Grass

Four" took the second prize for

bands. There were eleven bands

in the contest, and it was 1:30

before it was all wrapped up. By
that time most of the audience

was gone except a few hard core

Bluegrass fans. The musicians

packed up and headed for

home. The audience seemed
happy. The musicians were

happy and checked to make
sure they were on the mailing

list for next year. The fire

department and E.M.T's were
tired but they came out pretty

good. The Hospital Auxiliary

people who sponsored the

concession were pretty tired too

but they came out all right too.

Bud Sutherland and I would
particularly like to thank Jerry

Nelson, the judges, and Sally

and John for all of their help.

We will do it again next spring.

Concert Is Mediocre

S&T Auto Parts
Stereo tape players

Winchester

Monteagle Dairy Queen
8:00 A.M.-10-.00 P.M.

Under New Management

Phoebe and Don Underbill
<E>

by Doak Wolfe

Although Symphony finally

returned to Sewanee after a

noticable absence, the gap

created was not completely
filled. The Milwaukee
Symphony Orchestra, in

concert under director Kenneth

Schlermerhorn and with violin

soloist Shlomo Mentz, was
good, not great, and left most of

the audience with a perplexed
feeling of not really having

heard the music indicated on
the program.

Opening the concert was
Strauss' DON JUAN
symphonic poem, a work
relatively unfamiliar to most
listeners. The music itself was
the key for most success the

piece enjoyed, as many
members of the audience had no
prior performance with which
to compare and were intrigued

by the mere novelty of it. The
orchestra's performance was
adequate in conveying notes,

harmonics, and dynamics, but

not nearly subtle enough to

express mood and color, which
are so vital to good music. The
audience was nonplussed.

Wieniawski's CONCERTO NO.
2 which followed was somewhat
compensative, as it allowed the

violin soloist to excavate the

emotion of the piece. Shlomo
Mentz at age 17, definitely has

developed what many call a

"feeling" for music, and as far as

exhibiting surpassing musical

style, this was the pinnacle of

the evening. The orchestra

provided the background notes,

not much more. Perhaps the

disparity between soloist and
orchestra was partly responsible

Valley Liquors

We Are First In Cowan

You Are Our First Concern

Just Across The Railroad Tracks

Phone: 932-7063

for Mr Mentz's post-
performance collapse.

Undoubtedly, the great

expectations were for the

Beethoven SYMPHONY NO. 7.

Most listeners were already

familiar with the music, a

situation which intensified the

demands on the orchestra. As
many had ventured to

pre-suppose after the first half,

the rendition lacked most of the

brilliance which Beethoven
implied in what many indicate

to be their favorite symphony.

Certain points were even
painful, when one was denied

the momentum and power
which he knew should be there.

After making such
uncomplementary remarks, I

must, in fairness to the members
of the orchestra, acknowledge
their individual enthusiasm and

willingness. The atmosphere
backstage was warm and
promising, with
instrumentalists displaying their

congeniality, which is essential

to any large touring group. Why
then, did this element not come
out in performance? The answer

was on the lips of most everyone
I saw after the concert. Kenneth
Schlermerhorn, either from the

stress of the road, fatigue, or

general disinterest, provided

poor leadership on the podium.

His arms and hands, though

graceful, seemed to move at

random in a manner which one
could hardly follow. One person

went so far as to state that he
was never quite sure he saw a

downbeat or a cutoff. Certainly,

his conducting was cryptic and
left a good orchestra unsure and
faultering. Attacks were sloppy
and punctuation was uneven,
and after watching the

conductor, one realized that the

musicians were never given

confident, forceful directions.

If Mr. Schermerhorn relies on
the power of his physical

countenance to keep the gaze of

the orchestra, he had better

revise his style, as many eyes
never seem to wander his way.
The result was that the

orchestra of noticeablequality

managed to "pull off" the

convinced by their director of

the way it should sound. The
waste is lamentable; the

orchestra was very good,

making up in spirit what they

lacked in expertise. One could

imagine how magnificent they

would sound under the likes of

Toscanini, Berstein or Dan
Karajan. ' Quel damage," they

were under Schlermerhorn.

Hopefully, he is more exciting

on his home ground. Milwaukee
has a symphony of which it can

be proud; they deserve a

director of comparable ability.

New CourseOffered

by Ruth Laigle

A new course entitled "The
Philosophy of Literature" will

be offered next fall by the

Philosophy Department. The
course, Philosophy 321, will be

taught by Dr. Charles Harrison

on Wednesday afternoons from
2-5 p.m.

FOR YOUR HARDWARE
AND HOUSEHOLD NEEDS;

CHECK

B&G
Supply Store

Dr. Harrison stated that the

purpose of the course will be to

study "literary works of

importance in the history of

ideas." The course will begin

with the study of the Old
Testament placing special

emphasis on Isaiah and will

include works of Herodotus,

Aristophanes, Lucian,
Lucretius, and Goethe's

FAUST. Dr. Harrison has no
definite plans on subject

material for the second
semester.

Students will be expected to

do a great deal of outside

reading and to present class

reports. There are not

requirements to take this course

and interested persons are

encouraged to take advantage of

the opportunity to study under

Dr. Harrison.
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Guest Editorial
(Cont. from page 4)

consist of separate colleges and

of such special and graduate

schools as the expansion of the

University may make necessary.

Section 2. Each college or

school shall be under the

direction of a Dean to be elected

by the Board of Regents...

Section 3. Each Faculty shall

have power to prescribe and

enforce rules and regulations for

the government of its own
students, and each shall be the

final authority in determining

and prescribing the courses in its

own department of the

University, subject to the

approval of the Senate and of

the Vice-Chancellor.

and in the fifth major division of

the Ordinances ("for the

Weekend Plans

Dr. Douglas Seiters was recently selected to succeed Dr. Charles Binnicker

as Dean of Men at Sewanee. See the next issue of THE PURPLE for a

complete story and interview.

Echoing Green
(Cont. from page 5)

has a relatively relaxed

atmosphere. They see a

crowded Pub on Thursday

night, and professors in their

offices on Saturday morning.

They see a mixture of things

going on all at once. Their

favorable opinion (65%--plus

accept our acceptance) is a

reflection of the general quality

and uniqueness of this place to

those who have seen it. The
point is not just what attracts

them but what makes this place

worthwhile for us to stay and
put up with the things that we
do. The point is that education

is a lot more than going to

classes; it is a total experience. A
system similar to our present

one is more conducive and
valuable to that total

experience.

If I sound emotional about
this, it's because I am. I

sincerely fear that the world I

spoke of at the opening of this

article, even if it is a bit

romantic and impressionistic,

will be even farther away if we
effect this change. The quest for

this world is a tradition which
matters. Let's not be hasty for

short-term convenience's sake.

Vote for Options A or B. Defeat
Options C and D.

(Cont. from page 1)

keg party at Selden, while the

Delts' enjoy an open bar at the

Sewanee Inn (Closed party).

The Betas will host a cookout,

to the music of "Tristam

Shendy." Even Gailor is getting

in the spirit; Friday dinner will

be held in Manigault Park, and

several kegs will be in evidence.

Friday night should be fairly

lively, with music and

intoxicants everywhere. The
Figis will be partying with the

Phis' at the Figi House, "with

Clifford Curry and the Ozone
Rangers from 9 'til 1 ; its BYOB,
with mixers available. The
Lambda Chis are partying with

the Sigma Nus, and it will

include not only vodka punch
and "Birnum Wood," but a

raffle as well. A case of Rebel

Yell will be given away; tickets

are $.50 each. Bands and beer

will be featured at the Beta, Chi

Psi, and Deke houses, with

Dennis Reed and "Emminence"
a surprise band from 10 'til 2,

and Lascassas from 8-12.

respectively. The Delts will host

a closed Banquet, followed by

an open party at their house,

with "The Endeavors" playing

and rum punch flowing.

Saturday morning will be

abundant with Bloody
Mary-Screwdriver type parties

Candidates Speak Out

to ease the hangovers and
prepare people for the rest of
the day. They'll be at the Delt,

Phi, and Figi houses. The Dekes
will be celebrating the rites of

spring with champagne at Fiery

Gizzard, while the Betas imbibe

grain punch at Lake Cheston. In

the afternoon, the Lambda Chis
will be playing Softball against

alumni, followed by a Cold
Duck party at the Lake. Phis,

Delts and Chi Psis will host

barbecues, and the Delts will

keep things rolling with a grape

shot party at 4. The Dekes will

continue celebrating spring with

a keg in the woods.

For those still standing on
Saturday night, there will be a

lot to keep one busy. The Phis

and Figis will again be partying

together, this time at the Phi

house, with BYOB and mixers

and the music of "Birnum
Woods." Betas and Chi Psis will

team up at the Beta House, also

BYOB, with the "Sould
Invaders." The Dekes are

hosting "Kobo" from 9-1, and
mixers will be on hand;a similar

set-up will be seen at the

Lambda Chi house, where
"Radio Flyer" will be playing.

Delts and Sigma Nus will sip(?)

on grain punch, with "Gideon"
and "Fusion" playing at the

respective houses.

The Sewanee Arts will

present "Long Days' Journey
Into Night" (it may well prove
to be thethemeof the weekend)
Friday, Saturday and Sunday
nights.

(Cont. from page 3)

issues, but it

means that intellectual

disagreements will not turn into

personal vendettas, and that one
must always be in control of

oneself enough to prevent

oneself from losing respect for

another's person or property. It

means, in short, that all our
actions toward each other are

done through love that can only

come from God. I pledge that I

will do all I can to make
Sewanee a true community.

Another way in which
Sewanee can be improved is in

its recruitment of qualified

blacks. One way in which this

program could be aided is by
providing more money and/or

effort toward getting
prospective black students up
here. Another way is by
increasing all students'
awareness of black culture by
including course material

involving blacks in courses

where this is feasible. An

example of this would be to

include black authors in the

American literature course, or

to create a new course involving

black literature.

I think I am as qualified as

anyone to be Speaker of the

Delegate Assembly by virtue of

my having held this position for

the past year. I think I have

good working relationships with

all the Deans, the Provost, and

the Vice-Chancellor, so I think I

Placement

News
Students looking for summer

work may receive free an

information sheet of summer
job openings by sending a

self-addressed stamped
envelope to: SCIENTIFIC ANDPROFESSIONAL
ENTERPRISSES, College

Division, 2237 E) Camino Real,

Palo Alto, Ca. 94306.

can represent student opinion
to them well and can be
reasonable and persuasive. I

have my own ideas about many
things, but I can express them
whether or not I am re-elected. I

want to serve all of you, for that
is what one in a leadership
position must do. It is for this

reason, for the opportunity to
serve you, the student, in trying
to make the ideal Sewanee a

reality, that I offer myself for

re-election.

BANK OF

SEWANEE

'Your Progressive

Bank"

Government of the Sewanee
Military Academy"), heading
Number 28,

Section 1. The government of

the Sewanee Military Academy
shall be under the control of a

Headmaster, who shall be the

administrative officer of the

school, and who shall be

responsible for the health,

comfort, studies, and discipline

of the students.

There is no provision for any
powers of the teachers at the

Academy. Thus the Academy
again fails our test for inclusion

as part of the University: its

name is not college or school

(the proper name of the

Seminary is the School of

Theology), its head is not a

Dean, its faculty has no vested

powers.

On the other hand, it is clear

that the Academy is given

special treatment in the

Constitution of the
University...by article II the

Academy Faculty may
nominate a member to the

Board of Trustees. No other

enterprise of the University is

given this prerogative.

It is tempting to distinguish

four levels of importance based

upon the Ordinances: First, the

College and the Seminary —
parts of the University; second,

the Academy — given seat on

the Board of Trustees; third,

auxiliary enterprises specifically

provided for (such as the

Hospital); and fourth, other

auxiliary enterprises (such as

the Supply Store, the Inn, the

now defunct dairy, etc.). In

many ways the recent

controversies have been over

whether 1 & 2 are the same (as

opposed to 3 & 4) or whether

the grouping should be Number
1 and then 2, 3, & 4. Although

there are many emotionally

based answers, it seems clear

from the technical point of view

that the only answer is: 1, 2, 3,

COWAN CAFE
HOME-COOKED MEALS

932-74S1

Ota ot aoddasa

4ms
CoNN\t| '—

^JTZ'
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Sewanee Lacrosse

Vandy Tops Tigers

Track Trucks On
by Kevin Harper

The Tiger track team has
been pretty busy the past two
weekends, competing in a

triangular meet with Vanderbilt
and Maryville April 12, and then
travelling to the Carson
Newman Invitational on April
17.

In front of a large crowd,
Sewanee narrowly lost the
triangular meet as the final team
scores showed Vanderbilt 67,
Maryville 60%, and Sewanee
53Vfe. It was a battle right down
to the wire. Sewanee got an
early boost in the field events

with wins in the shot put and
javelin by co-captain John
Mackersie and Richard
Snodgrass, respectively.
Mackersie won the shot with a
42'10" effort, and Snodgrass
tossed the javelin 153'6". Tom
Avant managed a second place
tie in the shot as well as placing

third in the discus. Charlie

Smith and Allen Ehmling also

scored in two field events.

Smith placed third in the javelin

and the pole vault, and Ehmling
took a third in the long jump
and a fourth in the triple jump.

In the running events, the
Tiger thinclads got winning
performances from Michael
Delaney in the 440 yd. dash and
Kevin Harper in the three mile

run. Delaney's time was 53.5
and Harper, who had run a
school record 30:25.5 in the six

mile run the night before in

Knoxvilie, ran a 15:07.9 for the

three mile. Sewanee was
disappointed in the 440 yd.

relay as the team made up of

Chris Prothro, Judson Williams,

Delaney, and Joe Shults

finished second but were
disqualified for a bad baton

exchange. Sewanee picked up a

number of second place finishes

from Emory Lawrence in the

880 yd. run, Rob Eaton in the

mile, Ted Miller in the 120 yd.

high hurdles, and Marshall

McLean in the 440 yd.

intermediate hurdles. Eaton
added to his mile performance

with a fourth in the 880.

In- the sprints, Tigers Shults

and Prothro finished third and
fourth in the 100 yd. dash.

Shults again took third in the

220 yd. dash as Williams

finished in fourth. John Glenn
ended a tough racing day with a

fourth place in the mile and a

third in the three mile.

Conditions were far from
ideal at the Carson Newman
Invitational, as rain, wind and
cold hampered performances.

Sewanee carried eleven

trackmen who scored 14 5/6
points to finish in the middle of

the eight team field. Conpetitive

*••••••••••••••••
The IM Banquet, which i.__

feature the awarding of the
John Flynn Trophy, will be held
on Sunday, May 11 at6:00PJU.
at the Sewanee Inn. Price of the

meal will be $3.50 per person.
All persons interested in

attending should contact Tom
Quattlebaum, SPO 790. All
money must be in by Tuesday,
May 6.

HAMMERS
NEW SHIPMENT OF MEN'S LEISURE SUITS

ASSORTED COLORS AND SIZES

SLIGHTLY IRREGULAR

Values to $50.00

NOW ONLY

*24 00

On the square in Winchester!

John Mackersie started things

off for the Tigers as he finished

second in the shot put. Kevin

Harper and Rob Eaton finished

fourth and fifth in the mile.

Emory Lawrence looked strong

as he tied for third in the 880
yd. run. John Glenn and Harper

were among six runners who
tied for first in the three mile.

These were the only Tiger point

winners. The next home meet
will be tomorrow (Friday Apr.

18) against CAC rival Centre

and Samford of Alabama.

The Tigers knew before they
played Vanderbilt last Sunday
that if they could settle down
and control the ball on offense,

they would beat the
Commodores. All week in

practice before the game
Sewanee worked on offensive

plays that would produce
results.

The extra time they spent
working on offense worked well

enough. The Tigers were
throwing and catching the ball

with more control than they
have had all year. They were
setting picks, the feeds were
accurate, and there were many
shots on the goal.

In fact, Sewanee controlled

the ball longer than Vanderbilt.

The Tigers controlled almost
every face-off of the game and
they took eight more shots at

the goal than did Vanderbilt.

Although Sewanee played a

stronger offensive game than
they have in any of the other

ballgames this season, they lost

8-5.

Early in the first period

Vandy ran up the score on
Sewanee by scoring three quick

goals. Then, the Tigers sparked
up on offense and ran the plays
then worked on in long
afternoon practices. Rob
Christian waited for the crease
to clear then took a feed and
worked on his man one-on-one
and scored. He did the same

thing four times, often dodging
four defensemen,

Frank Parker kept
Vanderbilt's defense alert with
quick, accurate feeds, and the
second and third
midfielders-Frank Wills, Henry
Hughes, Tom Whittaker, Walter
Cochran, Barry Morrison, and
Wayne Glenn-gave Sewanee's
offense extra strength showing
the results of fifteen days of
intensive practice. Sewanee's
attack stole the ball several

times on a Vanderbilt clear

using a new ride which utilizes a

double team on the ball carrier

from Frank Berryman and
Frank Parker.

When Sewanee plays
man-down defense they give up
fewer goals than most teams in

the South. (When a team is

penalized while the opponent
has possession of the ball, they
must send a player out of the

game.) Sewanee was in a

man-down situation nine times,

yet the Commodores scored
only twice with their extra man.
Coach Berryman was pleased

with the back-up work of Steve

Higgins on defense. "He was one
of the best out there," he said.

Sophomore Rob Christian

was high scorer for the Tigers

with four goals-two of them
were unassisted. Steve Freeland

had one goal. Frank Parker and
Emerson Lotzia had two assists.

Goalie, Mike Flatt, made
fourteen saves.

Rain Slows Baseball
Rain washed out four of the

eight games scheduled for the

baseball team in the past two
weeks. Hopefully a change of

weather will get Sewanee back
on the winning track. They have

managed just one win in the past

four games.

Sewanee travelled to

Nashville on April 9 to play

Trevecca Nazarehe in a twin-

bill. In the first game Rick Neal

got Sewanee out to a 1-0 lead

with a home run in the third

inning. From there things went
downhill. Trevecca used a ten

hit attack to subdue the Tigers

7-2. Harold Rahn had two hits

for Sewanee including a double.

Dennis Hejna also added two
safeties.

In the second game, behind

the pitching of Don Chapman,
Sewanee won 5-3. Chapman
allowed just six hits in recording

Sewanee's third victory of the

season. Rick Neal scored twice

and Harold Rahn had two
RBI's. Holland West cracked a

double for the Tigers.

The following Friday,

Sewanee met nationally ranked

Jacksonville State University.

After one inning the score was
knotted at one a piece. A seven

run outbrust by JSU in the

second, however, put Sewanee
down for good. Dennis Hejna

was the batting star for the

Tigers getting two doubles

during the contest.
Jacksonville's pitcher, Ted
Barnicle, struck-out 21 Sewanee
batters.

Last Wednesday the Tigers

took on MTSU in Murfreesboro.

Greg Robertson pitched a good
for Sewanee and after six the

score was 3-2 with MTSU in

front. A three-run MTSU homer
in the seventh put the game out

of reach and the final score was
MTSU 8, Sewanee 2. The Tigers

continued their hitting slump,
getting just five hits and striking

out fifteen times. Harold Rahn
stroked a double for Sewanee
and Dennis Hejna added a triple.

Hejna has now hit safely in his

last five games.

The Tigers travel to Cullman,

Alabama, today to play St.

Bernard in a doubleheader.

They then return home for a

Matador

Steak Room

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

FRANKLIN COUNTY LANES

IN WINCHESTER

5 PM TIL-

game with MTSU on party

weekend Saturday and home
games with St. Bernard and

Belmont on Monday and

Tuesday. Come out and support

the Tiger baseball team.

Garland
Listed

Alice Garland, program

director and instructor at the

University Equestrian Center in

Sewanee, has been listed in th?

dressage instructor directory

published by the United States

Dressage Federation. She is the

only instructor listed in

Tennessee in this new
publication, designed "to

stimulate more widespread

instruction throughout the

United States to improve the

level of performance seen in our

competition."

Mrs. Garland is an "A"
graduate of the United States

Pony Club and has judged Pony
Club rallies and combined
training events. She also holds as

AHSA "D" rating as a dressage

judge, and has studied with

Michael Handler and Lockie

Richards.

"The United States Olympic
placing in dressage has always

been poor," said Mrs. Garland.
" It is considered an art as well as

a sport and takes many years of

schooling to be accomplished as

a rider or an instructor. The
University Equestrian Center is

one of a very few places in

Tennessee that offer lower level

dressage instruction."
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Spring Horse Show

Sewanee Riders PerformWell
A successful Spring Horse

Show and Dressage
Competition was held here at

the Sewanee stables last

weekend. Several Sewanee
students, including Fran

Summerlin, Susan Griffin, and
Mary Helen Maupin, turned in

outstanding performances,

winning several blue ribbons.

Sewanee resident Claire

Reishman also placed first in

several events. Equitation

director Mrs. Alice Garland was
pleased with University

participation and showing. In

the team jumping competition,

Baylor High's number two team

took first place, followed by St.

Andrew's winning second, and
Baylor's number one team
winning third. Dressage

competition took place on
Sunday with Sewanee's Helen

Tate on Jubilo showing best in

the training test with fifty-eight

per cent and Alice Garland on
Girl Friday taking first in the

first level test with seventy per

cent. Results of the horse show
are as follows

Short Stirrup Walk, Trot — 1.

Ginger Buice, 2. Monique
Mollet, 3. Sarah Lowe, 4. Emily
Hodges, 6. Elizabeth Croom.
Short Stirrup Walk, Trot,

Canter — 1. Ginger Buice, 2.

Monique Mollet, 3. Betsy

Garland, 4. Elizabeth Croom, 5.

Sarah Lowe. Short Stirrup

Jumping — 1. Monique Mollet,

2. Betsy Garland, 3. Elizabeth

Croom, 4. Sarah Lowe, 5.

Ginger Buice. Short Stirrup

Division Champion: Monique
Mollet; Res: Ginger Buice.

Long Stirrup Walk, Trot— 1

.

Fran Summerlin, 2. George
McCabe, 3. Janinne Mollet, 4.

Mary Rose Gilchrist, 5. Mark
Gillespy. Long Stirrup Walk,
Trot, Canter — 1 . George
McCabe, 2. Janinne Mollet, 3.

Mary Rose Gilchrist, 4. Fran

Summerlin, 5. Mark Gillespy.

Long Stirrup Jumping — 1.

Fran Summerlin, 2. Mary Rose
Gilchrist, 3. Fonn Beighley, 4.

George McCabe, 5. Janinne

Mollet. Long Stirrup Division

Champion: Fran Summerlin;

Res: George McCabe.
Maiden Equitation — 1. Beth

Jared, 2. Elizabeth Stogsdill, 3.

Robin Albright, 4. Martha
Hatchett, 4. Adam Rhys. Limit

Equitation — 1. Mary Helen

Maupin, 2. Melissa Mollet, 3.

Dale Raulston, 4. Sharon Payne,

6. Salley McAden. Open
Equitation — 1. Claire

Reishman, 2. Melissa Mollet, 3.

Sharon Homich, 4. Beth Ingle,

5. Dale Raulston. Maiden
Equitation over Fences — 1.

Robin Albright, 2. Susan
Griffin, 3. Susan Wright, 4.

Adam Rhys, B. Jeff Cook. Limit

Equitation over Fences — 1.

Andy Jackson, 2. Susan Girffin,

3. Mary Helen Maupin, 4.

Celeste Raulston, 5. Anne
Jared. Open Equitation over

Fences — 1. Claire Reishman, 2.

Dale Raulston, 3. Susan Griffin,

4. Sharon Homich, 5. Anne
Jared. Equitation Champion

:

Susan Griffin; Res: Claire

Reishman.

Women's
Softball
Intramural Softball is now

underway for Sewanee women.
Two teams-Cleveland and the
All-Comers--have been formed.
These teams will play each other
every Monday and Thursday
afternoon for the next four
weeks. Both teams have some
talented players, but each is still

looking for several more women
who enjoy swinging a bat and
catching a soft ball.

Pony Working Hunter — 1.

Amber Mist, Jeff Cook, 2.

Tootsie Pop, Beth Jared, 3.

Midnight Star, Janet Gillespy, 4.

Wimpy, Mary Rose Gilchrist, 5.

Rowdy, Mary Ikard. Open
Hunter — 1. Luckem, Sharon

Payne, 2. My Charlie, Dale

Raulston, 3. Alphonse, Susan
Griffin, 4. Rapsan, Lisa Kadie,

5. Girl Friday, Marty Marquis.

Green Hunter — 1. Luckem,
Sharon Payne, 2. Virginia,

Claire Reishman, 3. Mr. Choo
Choo, Beth Ingle, 4. Misty, Bill

Hodges, 5. Midnight Star, Janet
Gillespy. Junior Hunter — 1.

Luckem, 2. Mauna Kea, Melissa

Mollet, 3. Mr. Choo Choo, 4.

Eclipse, Dale Raulston, 5.

Villager, Sharon Homich.
Theresa Sanderson displays form.

Women Netters End Season
by Amy St. John

The Women's Tennis Team
concluded its season this

weekend and brought their

record to 6 and 4. Before the

three last matches on the 18th
and 19th, they played M.T.S.U.
at Murfreesboro and Tennessee
Tech here.

Sewanee vs. M.T.S.U.
On April 10 the team

travelled to Murfreesboro where
they defeated M.T.S.U. 5 to 4.

It was the first match outdoors
for the Sewanee group, and they
adapted well to the different

playing conditions. The results

were:

Moppy Dimon(S) def. Janet

Simpson 6-4, 6-1; Amy St.

John(S) def. Lynn Burklow 6-3,

6-2; Vickie Johnston(S) def.

Sandy McMillan 6-3, 6-1; Margie

Nix def. Theresa Sanderson(S)

7-5, 6-3; Becky Branch def.

def.

6-2;

def.

and

Lillibet Ziller(S) 6-1, 6-7, 6-4

Laura David def. Claudii

Melton(S)6-2,6-4.

,
Doubles

St. John-Dimon
Simpson-Burklow 6-4

Sanderson-Johnston
Nix-McMillan 7-5, 6-

McDonald-Davis def.
Melton-Burton 11-9.

Sewanee vs. Tennessee Tech

On April the 15th the

women netters returned indoors

to defeat Tennessee Tech 6-3.

Moppy Dimon(S) def. Beth

Wide 6-0, 6-0; Theresa

Sanderson(S) def. Natalie

Wingham 6-3, 6-0; Lillibet

Ziller(S) def. Terri Langley 6-1,

7-5; Merril Montgomery def.

Sally Burton(S) 5-7, 7-5, 6-3;

Betsy Cox(S) def. Heidi

Behrman 6-2, 5-7, 6-3; Atlee

Valentine(S) def. Cathy Dice

6-4,6-4.

Ziller-Burton def.
Wide-Wingham 7-5, 6-1;

Langley-Montgomery def.

Lokey-Valentine(S) 6-4, 7-5;

Behrman-David def.

Armour-Nixon 6-2, 4-6, 6-3.

On the 17th the team went

to Memphis for three matches at

the MSU courts. Even without

the aid of the number 1 singles

player, Sewanee walked away
victorious in 2 of the 3 matches.

Sally Burton, alternate, played

in the number one position, and

the other members kept their

usual places.

Sewanee vs. MSU
In what seemed to be at least

35 m.p.h. winds, the Sewanee

team fell to a strong group from

MSU 6 to 3. In Singles,

Donna Whiting def. Burton

(S) 6-1, 6-1; St. John (S) def.

(Cont. on page 11)

PURPLEInterviewsLeroyDavid
by Richard E.Neal

its continuing

interviews, the

PURPLE talked with Leroy
David, coach of women's tennis

at the University of the South.
Women's tennis is a young

sport at Sewanee, having been

-:-. ;-_: .... ...

formally organized in 1972.

Mrs. Donnaly, the Dean of

Women at that time, served as

the coach. She was the former

coach of the U.S. Wightman
Cup team and also served on
several U.S.L.T.A. committees.

When she left in 1973,
Athletic Director Walter Bryant

asked Mr. David, an engineer at

the Arnold Engineering
Corporation in Tullahoma, if he

would like to help the women
improve their tennis game. He
gladly accepted. He is very

interested in the game and has

known Mr. Bryant for 20 years.

Last year was David's first as

the "official" womens tennis

coach and he led them to a third

place finish in the state

tournament. This season's team
includes Vicki Johnston,

Theresa Sanderson, Lillibet

Ziller, Betsy Cox, with key
freshmen Moppy Diamon, Amy
St. John, Sally Burton, and
Claudia Melton, and several

other women. There is a total of

fifteen girls out for the squad.

The most important word
dealing with Mr. David's

coaching philosophy is

"fun damentals." By
concentrating on those, he says

you can "eliminate basic errors

in the stroke and you can
develop control and
consistency." Thus far this

season, the team's record is

5—3, so his method must work.
However, the fact that Coach
David can only come up to

Sewanee in the early evenings

about three or four times per

week is a severe drawback.
In previous years, Mr. David

did not believe that the girls

were sufficiently motivated to

practice the necessary time
required to develop a varsity

level team. Now, he says, there

are about 11 girls who are very

dedicated to the game. David
thinks that with a full-time

coach, who is able to be with the

girls in the afternoons, that they
could improve immensely and
become a real powerhouse in

the game.

This year's state tournament
will be held in Nashville the

second weekend of May. Since
that time is so close to final

examinations and
comprehensives, Coach David is

leaving the decision of whether
or net to compete up to the

girls. At this writing they had
not reached a final decision.

Register for Free Beer being given away every

hour every evening starting at 6:00
Free pitcher given away at 9:00 each Friday night

Tiger Bay
Dark beer now available

HAPPY HOUR-4:00 to 6:00
Friday and Tuesday before Wednesday

Study Days
LADIES NIGHT Monday 4:00 to 11:00
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Freshmen Key Season
by Helen Ziegler

One of the most outstanding
features of Sewanee's '75 tennis

team is the number of freshmen
it includes. Both the number
one and number two players are

first year students as are three of

the remaining top eight. "Big
Al" Mitchel, an outstanding

player from Miami Beach, holds

the number one spot followed

by Ed Coihoun of Winston
Salem, North Carolina. Other

members of the team are "T.J."

(Andy) Phillips, Keith Weaver,

Keith Langenbeck, Robert
Ecgleston, Hank Mullins, Tom
Rand , Bob Balfour, and Lee

Stockslager- So far in their

season the team has not done
exceptionally well with a 4-8

record, but this is by no means
indicative of their talent. One
problem they have been facing

is playing schools out of their

league. For instance, in a trip

they took to Atlanta last week

the team lost 4 out of 4 matches
to such schools as Emory
College of Charleston, Carson
Newman and Short that give

tennis scholarships. Several

matches remain to be played
this season with a chance for the
team to make this season a

winning one. If not the future

still looks very good for the
young team. The rest of their

schedule is as follows: Covenant
College, April 22; TIAC.May 2,

3, 4; CAC May 9, 10, and 11.

Fishing On Mountain
by Henley Smith

Bass fishing is getting better

every day. The lakes on the

Mountain that warm up first are

the best right now. This is to say

that the small ponds have been

producing more and larger bass

in recent weeks. There are many
small lakes beyond the farm on
fire lanes. They are hidden but

not too hard to find. These

ponds are teeming with bass,

and it provides a lot of fun.

I find the lakes that are

hardest to get to and the most
trouble to fish and that is where

I-go. These lakes have had the

least fishing pressure and it

follows that there should be
more fish in them. Most of these

lakes must be fished from the

bank and the mistake made
most often is moving right along
the edge of the water when
changing positions. This scares

any fish which may be near the

bank because he can feel

vibrations from footsteps. The
best way to beat the fish is make
loops when you walk. Start at a

point and when you move go
straight back about twenty feet

away from the bank. Then walk
across and come back down to

the water's edge in a straight line.
*

This does not scare fish from the

bank and I guarantee it will add
to your catch.

This time of year many lures

are effective. Minnow lures,

spinners, and top water plugs all

produce fish very well, but the

plastic worm is my favorite. It

takes a little patience and skill

to fish but they always catch

fish.

In the weeks remaining of

school, I would like to find out
what size the largest bass caught

is, so if somebody catches a

good fish let me know. So far

the largest bass I have heard of is

IM Highlights
In IM action during the last

few weeks, Lindsey Logan
(DKE) won the singles

tournament in IM tennis, taking
a three-set victory over Henry
Hines (PDT). Robert Moseley
(SN) finished third with Greg
McNair and John Penn taking
the next two spots. Doubles
action started Monday and will

finish tonight.

Golf and badminton are

Tuesday and Wednesday, April

29 and 30. Badminton singles

are Tuesday with doubles on
Wednesday. The thirty-six hole
golf tournament will feature

one eighteen hole round per

day.

Softball is heading into the

home stretch with nine teams

still in good shape for the

playoffs. The undefeated Delts
hold a slim lead over the SAE's
and Indys who each have one
loss. Six teams have two losses

so each game could decide who
will eventually make the

playoffs.

IM Softball Standings

DTD 5-0

SAE 6-1

Indys 5-1

PGD 5-2

SN 4-2

BTP 4-2

ATO 3-2

FAC. 3-2

PDT 2-2

Through Sunday, April 20

&&*

%
mi-sin

a four pounder by Tommy
Johnston from Running Knob
Hollow Pond. One warning:
watch out for snakes because
they are out in force. Do not kill

any unless they are poisonous.
Sewanee's Top Seed-AI Mitchel

Ms. Netters Triumph
(Cont. from page 1 0) Ruby Norton def Burton(s)

Joyce Chastun 3-6, 6-4, 6-3; 6-0, 6-1; St. John(S) def. Donna
Johnston(S) def. Mary Ann Brooks 3-6, 6-0, 6-1;
Viser 1-6, 6-4, 7-6; Beth Moser Johnston(S) def. Karen Poggiali
def. Sanderson(S)6-2, 5-7, 6-3; 6-2, 6-4; Sanderson(S) def.
Ziller(S) def. Snap Griffith 7-6, Caroline Golay 6-3, 0-6, 6-1;
6-3

;

Libbi Logue def. Melton(S) ziller(S) def. Beth Crosson 4-6,
4,-6,7-5,6-4.

In doubles,
Sanderson-Johnston moved to

number 1 to be defeated by the
strong team of Whiting-Chastun
6-2, 3-6, 6-2; at two Ziller and
St. John lost to Viser and Wuler
6-3, 6-4; and, at number 3,

Burton and Melton lost to

Griffith and Moser 6-3, 6-2.

Sewanee vs. MS
On Saturday morning, in

near-perfect weather, Sewanee
defeated Mississippi Southern 7

to 2.

6-3, 6-1; Melton(S) def. Meg
Northrup 6-1, 6-2;
Johnston-Sanderson def.
Norton-Poggioli 7-6, 6-3; St.

John-Burton def.
Brooks-Northrup 6-4, 6-3;

Golay-Mari Fielding def.

Melton-Sherry Spain(S) 6-1,
6-2.

Sewanee vs. Lambuth
On Saturday afternoon the

Sewanee players were again
victorious as they beat Lambuth

Kathy Turner def. Burton(S)
6-3, 6-3; St. John(S) def. Jane
Bliven 6-2, 6-3; Johnston(S)
def. Terri Thompson 6-0, 6-0;

Sanderson(S) def. Lorretta

Mausert 6-1, 6-0; Ziller(S) def.

Ann Barksdale 6-0, 6-2;

Melton(S) def. Elizabeth

Benton 6-1, 6-0.

doubles

St. John-Ziller def.

Turner-Bliven 7-5, 2-6, 6-3;

Sanderson-Johnston def.

Thompson-Mausert 6-2, 6-3;

Armour-Spain def.
Barksdale-Benton 6-4, 6-4.

This was the last match, but

some girls may attend the State

tournament in Nashville on May
8th.

Registration
(Cont. from page 1)

Office. You are now
pre-registered, unl

af the

s you have

following

RANDALL WHALEY
MANAGER GOOBfrEA*

Goodyear Service Store
"YOOS BUSINESS IS APPRECIATE*)

PHONE 967-3828

OECHERO BLVD.
WINCHESTER. TENNESSEE

conplications.

Complication One: All

Pass-Fail courses must be clearly

marked on all material. In

addition, you need the prior

approval of the professor, and

the form for this is in the

Registrar's Office.

Complication Two: Wanting

to take over 18 hours (not

including choir, band, and

physical education). To take

more than 18 hours you need

the permission of your advisor,

and the Associate Dean of the

College, Dean Webb.
Complication Three: Making

a change after you have

pre-regestered. This may be

done on May 5 or in the fall

after registration. To do this

you need the written permission

of your Faculty Advisor.

Complication Four: Failure

to pre-register. If you forget to

p re-register the Registrar's

Office will assume you are not

coming back to school in the

fall. In order to return, you

must pay an application fee of

$15 to Admissions Office and

apply for readmission to the

College.

The entire procedure is not

that complicated or long.
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Fasting And CIA

Gregory Enthralls Audience
by Maibeth Porter

Thanks to the Student
Forum the University
community was priviledged to

hear Dick Gregory speak on the

evening of April 17. After an
introduction by David Crews,
Mr. Gregory proceeded to

criticize areas of American
government in his typically

sarcastic but candid way. He
touched on Nixon, Watergate,

Ford, and Rockefeller before

stating his confidence in young
people of America. Indeed, Mr.
Gregory feels that America's
youth are the country's only
hope. He echoed the refrain

throughout his three hour
lecture, "You young people
have a big job, and you haven't

got much time."

Dick Gregory's fasts have
received much publicity. His

philosophy about nutrition is

reflected in a new book entitled.

Student Elections Planned
Elections for Speaker and

speaker pro tempore of the

Delegate Assembly, Honor
council positions and discipline

committee positions will begin

Tuesday, April 29. Those
students interested in running

must submit their petitions to

the Registrar's office by noon,
Friday April 25.

Candidates for speaker and
speaker protempore must
submit nominating petitions

signed by fifty students. A
symposium will be held Monday
April 28 for speaker candidates.

Four Honor Council
positions are open, for three

rising juniors, to be elected for

two year terms, and for one
rising sophomore, to be elected

for a one year term. Petitions

must be signed by twenty-five

class members. Rising juniors

must be gownsmen by next
year.

There are five Discipline

Committee positions open,

including two one-year terms

for rising seniors, juniors or

sophomores, and three two-year

terms for rising juniors.

Petitions must be signed by
twenty-five students. Rising

juniors and seniors must be
gownsmen by next year.

If there are any questions
concerning nominations or
elections, please contact Susan
Griffin or Harry Hoffman. •

DICK GREGORY'S
NATURAL DIET. Gregory
emphasized the fact that
Americans, and the whole
world, must learn to eat for

nutrition and not for taste. He is

on a crusade against "junk
food" that wastes the money
and health of Americans.
Fasting, says Gregory purifies

the blood and the spirit. Later in

the lecture he explained how
the energy normally used by the

body for the digestive process

could be effectively channeled
into other areas when one does
not eat. He advocated fasting as

a way for young Americans to

not only protest the starvation

problem of the world, but as a

way to effect changes in other
areas as well.

One of Mr. Gregory's chief

enemies and one of America's
chief enemies, as he put it, is

the C.I.A. After explaining

various abuses by the C.I.A. that

have gone unnoticed such as its

part in the assasination of

President Kennedy, Mr.
Gregory asked who would be
willing to actively work for the

destruction of that
organization. He received a

show of hands, then proceeded
to outline a plan of fasting. All

Curriculum Discussed
(Cont. from page 1)

options. Thus a total consensus
may be arrived at without
everyone's compromise option
being thwarted by procedural
chance. Every member will have
equal vote on the final option,

regardless of his original

orientation.

Members of the DA and OG
will have received copies of the
final proposals and are asked to

send their collective opinions
and preferences to the faculty

before the May meeting. It has
been acknowledged by the

"powers that be" that these

preferences do indeed

constitute a major
consideration for the decision

and that an unstable situation

would result if faculty and
student opinion do not
converge on this issue. All

interested persons are urged to

voice themselves in meetings
and through the PURPLE.

In other action the

Committee unanimously
recommended that the Library

Science Requirement be

dropped and that an optional

one-hour credit-bearing course

be established in its place,

effective next September. The
faculty has yet to vote on this

Delegate Assembly
(Cant, from page 2)

action may be taken' on these

issues.

Standing D.A. committees
have been working in several

areas. The Student Life

Committee has planned a

school-wide picnic for the

Friday night of Party Weekend
with food, beer and music for all

students. Jim Harper student
representative to the Faculty

Curriculum Committee,
presented six proposals for the

five-day week to be voted on by
the D.A. at its next meeting.

Students are urged to discuss

the proposals with their dorm
representatives and voice their

opinions. The entire faculty will

consider the proposals and
student sentiment at their next
meeting.

A new committee to be
chaired by Speaker Pro Tern
Billy Joe Shelton has been
formed to deal specifically with
constitutional revision for the

D.A. and the O.G. Ambiguity of

purpose and overlapping powers
hinder the two bodies from
forming a cooperative and
complementary system of
student government. The D.A.
hopes to activate a joint
committee from both bodies to
revise and clarify the structure
of the organizations.

In an effort to improve
student- ad ministration
communication, the D.A.
invited Vice-Chancellor Bennett
and Several Regents to attend a

proposal but is expected to

uphold the Committee's
recommendation. The
Committee also resolved that

graduation requirements be
reduced to 124 hours if this

requirement be dropped. The
faculty will consider this, as well

as the dissenting opinion of Jim
Harper, a student member, that

the required number should be
123.

The Committee
recommended to the faculty an
Army ROTC program taught
from UT at Chattanooga on a

two year trial basis. The future
of this program is uncertain
however due to insufficient

student interest.

The faculty passed the
BS/BA option for science

majors as recommended by the
Curriculum Committee.

over America people will be
fasting for twenty-four hours
each week, from 6:00 p.m.
Friday to 6:00 p.m. Saturday.
As an example of the effect of
what an organized moral force

can accomplish, Mr. Gregory
cited the demonstration in

Washington last Thanksgiving
Day that was accomplished by a

24 hour fast by the

participants. Later that week, '/i

million dollars worth of grain

was released to Bangledesh.

Dick Gregory's latest book,
DICK GREGORY: BIBLE
TALES WITH COMMENTARY
attempts to answer questions

that have bothered the reader of

the King James version of the

Bible. Gregory believes that the

key to understanding it lies in

understanding King James.

Mr. Gregory brought up
many matters of serious

importance; one of the most
interesting concerned his new
theories about the assasination

of President Kennedy. He feels

that several of the Watergate

conspirators may have been
involved in a conspiracy in

Dallas to murder Kennedy. He
has a picture taken by an
amateur photographer during

the parade in Dallas showing
that Kennedy was shot from a

different angle than what has

previously been maintained.

Gregory feels that the hope
of America does rest with the

young people, but they must be

informed about the vast

problems facing them. To
obtain a reading list concerning

the activities of the C.I.A. and
other important information

write: Dick Gregory, HEALTH,
P.O.Box 266, Plymouth, Mass.

02360.

IMIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Beginning Friday, April 18,

the main floor of The Bishop's

Common will remain open
every night of the week until

11:00 p.m. This includes the

Lounges, Game Rooms and

Snack Shop.
The staff has made this

change, in response to student

requests, in an effort to better

serve the members of the

University community.

imiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiillllllllllliilll

meeting and discuss problems
and policy of the University.
The lively discussion dissolved
several rumors and clarified

some areas of concern
particularly dealing with the
economic situation of Sewanee.

St. Luke's Book Store

New Tolkien Poster

-Only $3.00

GEORGE'S
PACKAGE STORE

WINCHESTER

Phone Your Order in Early

967-0126
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